Things we've saved and saved and
SAVED For all the stupid reasons
you or for anybody else's things.
You can't take them "with you," not all,
not any, but chances are
what's left is but a fraction
of the total heap
or shit that in the course
of a life has passed through
your postmistress's paper plate.
Gone is that copy of Zap! Gonna number
three, and gone is the tambourine
Howdy Doody watch, and the actual
pack Frank Mahowald scored good
number 489 with against Toronto;
and gone gone GONE are all the
silly goddam STAMPS you once
fiercely "collected," only a fool would
hold onto that shit, and you're no
fool, neither am I.
But you've kept the tattered
squirrel hanky, right?, that old
souvenir your mum hand-painted for
your sixth (or was it seventh?)
birthday, and the yellow plastic
space helmet from 1955,
excelent plastic like they
don't make anymore —
hard, not very flexible, like
you think would be brittle,
but isn't brittle — with a brim
like on baseball caps — this is one
dizzy helmet! — or if YOU haven't
kept 'em, I know I have.
LETTERS

Back to the "Plantation" Theory

The following recent story set me off:

"Some Dreamers Are Doomed" by Louisa Mihalchevski

I'm really not sure what the relationship between the two is or even why the author would make such a statement.

I'm not sure what the author is trying to say, but I think it's really important that we take a closer look at the history of these terms.

It's important to recognize that these terms have been used for centuries to describe certain people as superior or inferior.

I believe that we should be careful about how we use these terms and try to use more accurate and respectful language.

I also think that we should do more to educate ourselves about the history of these terms and how they have been used to justify discrimination.

It's important that we recognize the power of language and the impact it can have on how we think and feel about others.

I hope that the author of this letter will consider these points and reconsider their use of these terms.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Just Your Average La Jolla Murder

By Bill Tannen

Raymond Chandler never had it so good. His town, La Jolla, is becoming notorious for bizarre murders that don't prevent inhabitants from enjoying their usual lives. In this case, a well-known La Jolla resident, 13-year-old daughter of a prominent local family, was found dead in a park near the town's famous Spreckels Park. Police believe she was the victim of a random act of violence, and are currently searching for evidence that will help them identify the perpetrator.

The town of La Jolla, known for its beautiful beaches and upscale lifestyle, has been hit by a series of bloody incidents in recent months. In addition to the latest murder, there have been reports of several other violent crimes, including a break-in at a local art gallery and a shooting at a popular restaurant.

La Jolla is typically a quiet and peaceful community, but the recent spate of violent incidents has left residents feeling uneasy. Many are questioning whether the town is becoming a target for criminals, or if there is some larger issue at play.

The police are working tirelessly to solve the latest murder, and are asking for the public's help in identifying potential suspects. Anyone with information is urged to contact the local police department immediately.

La Jolla is not alone in its struggle with crime. Cities and towns across the country are facing similar challenges, and the problem of violent crime continues to be a major concern for many communities.
HURRY! LAST CHANCE FOR FREE PIZZA!

FREE MOTOROLA POPULOUS ON $15 PER MONTH PLAN!
Great phone + Battery & charger

LIMITED TIME BONUS OFFER: VICTORIA'S SECRET
FREE $30 Gift Certificate With Nokia Phone Purchase

FREE NOKIA 918 RATED #1 By a leading consumer magazine.

BEST RATES EVER! Includes paper, a year of service and voice mail.

MOTOROLA PONTO PAGER DEAL
For Only $79!!

QUALCOMM CODEMA DIGITAL • DUAL MODE FREE CALLER ID • PAGER OPTION & much more!
NO ANNUAL CONTRACT! Terms/fees apply.

MOTOROLA StarTAC 3000 Free includes battery & charger

ASK ABOUT OUR 6-MONTH TRIAL OFFER
MONEY SAVING, SIMPLE RATE PLANS

GTE AUTHORIZED WIRELESS AGENT
Donate $20 to Ronald McDonald House Charities® San Diego and get all this for FREE!*

FREE Ericsson 768 Pure Digital PCS® phone*
FREE coupon for a hands-free kit
FREE coupon for a McDonald’s Sausage McMuffin with Egg Sandwich

**FREE ACCESSORY™**

Lousy TV news

Our concept of annoying TV programming is next to none. Our use of known industry secrets and tactics to make the viewer feel that they're watching something that they're not. This is not a simple task, but we've managed to do it. Our efforts are not without their rewards. We've made our viewers feel like they're part of the show. Our success is not limited to just one show. We've applied our techniques to other shows as well. We believe that the success of our shows is due to our ability to make the viewer feel like they're part of something. We're proud of our work and we're looking forward to the future.
Make a $20 Tax Deductible Donation to the Ronald McDonald House and receive:

- FREE Ericsson 768 Digital Phone (a $239 value)
- FREE Hands-Free Kit (coupon)
- FREE McDonald's Food (coupon for Sausage McMuffin with Egg Sandwich)

2-year minimum contract.Void with all other plans except the partner plan. Customers responsible for sales taxes.

EXECUTIVE PACKAGES
All packages include 3-year warranty.

Includes:
- Travel Charger
- Cigarette Lighter Adapter
- Leather Case

Includes:
- Travel Charger
- Leather Case
- Hands-Free Kit
- Cigarette Lighter Adapter
- Facial Case

Includes:
- Travel Charger
- Leather Case
- Hands-Free Kit
- Cigarette Lighter Adapter
- Facial Case

Motorola
Nokia
Nokia

FREE Roaming throughout California & Nevada
CALLER ID • VOICE MAIL • PAGING • LONG-LIFE BATTERIES

The Mobile Solution
EXPRESS
Activation Centers

Mission Valley Center
(1st floor, in the middle of the mall, next to Victoria's Secret)
619/298-0787
Plaza Bonita Mall
(2nd floor, on the middle of the mall, next to Victoria's Secret)
619/472-1018

New Location:
Parkway Plaza
corner mall (1st floor)
619/588-6114

University Towne Centre
(1st floor, in the middle of the mall, next to Victoria's Secret)
619/559-0876
North County Fair
(1st floor, in the middle of the mall, next to Victoria's Secret)
760/743-3824
Plaza Camino Real
Carlsbad (2nd floor, in the middle of the mall, next to Victoria's Secret)
760/720-0030

New Location:
Parkway Plaza
corner mall (1st floor)
619/588-6114

Bring in any competitor's ad and...
There is a difference in eye care providers...

Unlike practices that offer only very limited services, we provide a full range of eye care options at "upfront" prices. We will help you select the very best option to meet your individual needs.

**COMPARE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Practice A</th>
<th>Practice B</th>
<th>Our Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vision Correction Surgery</td>
<td>LASIK, LASEK &amp; RE</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>LASIK, LASEK &amp; RE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact Lens Exam</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>Free with any purchase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FREE OFFERS**

- $50 OFF Vision Correction Sleeve Surgery
- $15 Contact Lens Exam
- $15 Eye Exam
- $15 Disposable Toric

**GUARANTEE**

- 1 year money-back satisfaction guarantee
- 1 year lens exchange guarantee

**SERVICE PROMISE**

- We will beat any competitor's price

---

**STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP**

Dear Dr. Hanson,

I am writing to tell you about my personal experience. I have had some vivid dreams and I have even had some out-of-body experiences. I wanted to share this with you.

I have been feeling very stressed lately. I have been having difficulty sleeping and I have been feeling very anxious. I have been having a lot of stomach problems, including constipation.

I have been trying to improve my health by eating a healthy diet and exercising regularly. I have been cutting out sugar and alcohol and I have been drinking more water.

I have been practicing hypnosis for a few weeks now. I have been trying to control my anxiety and improve my sleep. I have been trying to control my appetite and improve my digestion.

I have been feeling much better since I started hypnosis. I have been sleeping much better and I have been feeling much more relaxed. I have been eating much better and I have been feeling much more satisfied.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely,
[Patient Name]

---

“I Prayed for a Miracle . . . I FOUND HYPNOSIS AND LOST 71 LBS.!”

[Image of a woman before and after weight loss]

“I have a friend who is a hypnotherapist. I had been trying to lose weight for years and I had been unsuccessful. I had been trying everything from diets to exercise and I had been unsuccessful. I had been trying to lose weight for years and I had been unsuccessful. I had been trying everything from diets to exercise and I had been unsuccessful.

I decided to try hypnosis and I was very surprised. I was able to lose 71 pounds in just a few months. I was able to lose 71 pounds in just a few months.

I was very happy with the results. I was able to feel better and I was able to feel better. I was able to feel better and I was able to feel better. I was able to feel better and I was able to feel better.

I would recommend hypnosis to anyone who is trying to lose weight. I would recommend hypnosis to anyone who is trying to lose weight. I would recommend hypnosis to anyone who is trying to lose weight. I would recommend hypnosis to anyone who is trying to lose weight.

Sincerely,
[Patient Name]
At Night with the Mackerel Queen

"Keep fishing, or we'll wash up as in the little scene. There's no
such thing as a fisherman."—Mr. Jo, in "The Fisherman and His Wife"

He pulls from a deep freezer a plastic bag full of anchovies, three
squirms, and a foot-long mackerel.

Free roaming on CA & NV network!

Free pagng & voice mail!

Free 1st incoming minute!
(on select rate plans)

Available at your local Pacific Bell PCS Store.
See select stores below.

Opening soon in Vista & Rancho San Diego

Hearny Mesa: 1020 Commercial Mesa Blvd 619.467.1010 College: 8001 College Blvd Ste 2 619.565.3477
Bonita: 11448 Clairemont Dr 619.456.6049 Miramar: 9380 Naval Base Rd 619.917.0547
San Marcos: 1968 W San Marcos Blvd 760.598.6130 National City: 1201 E Plaza Blvd 619.947.3532
Fullerton: 19475 E Commonwealth Ave 760.783.4999 33rd St: 555 4th Ave 619.793.6177

34th Birthday Party

January 31, 1999
A lotta minutes for not a lotta money.

A quick trip to RadioShack can help you understand what might seem like the confusing world of wireless. Our experts will de-mystify the technology, so you can choose what's right for you. Choices. Solutions. Answers. That's why we're the #1 wireless retailer in America.

FREE* Ultra-light Motorola® StarTAC with holster
Easy to read color display
Auto answer and dial capable
Call times
 Nickel Metal battery with up to 60 minutes of talk time
#77-1258

Sign up for the AirTouch California Choice® 40 Plan and Get 40 Local Minutes to Use Anytime! Plus 500 Night and Weekend Minutes and 250 Minutes of Mobile to Mobile calls for Only $14.99 a Month to Start

Call 1-800-422-4880 to sign up for your 40-minute Credit Card Plan. The first month's service charge is $14.99. The following months, $14.99 a month. No restrictions. Service stops if a minimum of 30 minutes of talk time is not made each month. Minimum service period is 18 months. All prices are subject to change without notice. Additional service charges apply to calls made outside of your area. Additional service charges apply if you make calls to certain numbers such as 900 and 800 numbers. These rates are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to change your plan at any time.
And ohh, speaking of plastic records...

I had everything by the Beatles, Stones, Dylan, Byrds, Love, most of the Kinks, the first Doors.

At the absolute height of my collection end, shared

In 2018 or 17, I, a person, Robert Stepans, my floor, the floor of only a few floors, in the wide
awake and 360 degrees, awaking, soul-dancing.

I did not wake "Black magic" which I shared, in any other shape, for "the night of the soul
movement" and the forevermore.

I was obsessed with

Vinyl Reckoning

Copyright ©
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contact lens Problems...

...Let us fit you
Dry Eye Disposable Contact Lenses
Compact For...

Paging Airtone only 3rd a month including Voice Mail
Free Activation - Free Year Coverage - Unlimited Page

RECURRENT GENITAL HERPES RESEARCH STUDY

INSTITUTE OF HEALTHCARE ASSESSMENT

If you need dental work:
Dial Direct 011-52-66-86-1516, or 011-52-66-85-3888, or call us toll-free 1-800-808-9999

Spanish
Italian
German
FRENCH

IF YOU NEED DENTAL WORK
WE ARE THE DENTISTS IN THE USA OR MEXICO TO FULLY

Dentists in the U.S. or Mexico for...

$50 OFF

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS

SLOT LINE RED BY 1993
FREE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

SAFETY AIDS
PREVENTION CARE

$389.50

COMPLETE SET OF DENTURES

SINGLE EXTRACTION
$20.00

 Porcelain Crowns -
$175.00

PORCELAIN CROWNS

WE WILL REPAIR OR RESTORE ANY DENTURES, COMPLETE SETS, FIXED OR REMOVABLE.

WE WILL REPAIR OR RESTORE ANY DENTURES, COMPLETE SETS, FIXED OR REMOVABLE.

WE WILL REPAIR OR RESTORE ANY DENTURES, COMPLETE SETS, FIXED OR REMOVABLE.

WE WILL REPAIR OR RESTORE ANY DENTURES, COMPLETE SETS, FIXED OR REMOVABLE.

WE WILL REPAIR OR RESTORE ANY DENTURES, COMPLETE SETS, FIXED OR REMOVABLE.
Stay in touch with the ones you love and let Cook Pangal help!
Announcing our Valentine's Day Pages Blowout! Purchase a recreational Minnesota page for just $19.99 and receive free activation and 1 free month of service and voice mail. Act before February 12 and receive this offer until April 1! Happy Valentine's Day! And there's no feeling the love with our special Valentine's Day offer!

- Services include numbers and alphanumeric paging, voice mail, Internet calling, and wireless internet.
- Service contracts start at $49.99.
- Call us today at 1-800-266-5724.

Cook Pangal 911-B Pacific Heights Blvd., San Diego

The most advanced
whispering
technology.

TREAT YOURSELF TO
LASER WHITENED
TEETH IN JUST 2 HOURS.
FREE CONSULTATIONS

$100 OFF
any of our dental services

Valentine's Day Special

1-800-86-REGENT
73-34-350

NEED A CAR?
Instant approval!
On-the-spot delivery!
Credit problems OK.
Reestablish your credit.

Rates as low as
69%
0 Down Delivers
OK
Over 700 vehicles to choose from!

www.dgpallack.com
619.582.9005

AT LAST, A PLASTIC SURGEON YOU CAN REALLY TALK TO

YOUR DOCTOR'S MOST IMPORTANT SKILL IS HIS ABILITY TO LISTEN
- Turbulent Lymphatics
- Facial Rejuvenation
- Breast Enhancement

ROBERT B. POLLOCK, M.D., Inc.
Plastic & Cosmetic Surgeons
21212 W. Torrence Road, Rolling Fork, IL 60473

6779 AARON ROAD - SUITE 104
San Diego, California 92128

619.258.2000

By Popular Demand
The Hottest Deal in Town is BACK!
FREE HORNBLOWER CRUISE, FREE PHONE & 300 MINUTES
EVERY MONTH — ALL FOR ONLY $15 PER MONTH

FREE CRUISE!

29 QUALCOMM DIGITAL DUAL MODE
with activation on any plan.
QCP 800
QUALCOMM DirectTalk

FREE NOKIA 918
with activation on any plan.

MOTOROLA STARTAC 8600
Includes recorder, answering, office phone, battery, and optional charger.
NEWTWAR SPECIALLY
$269 (reg $399)
with activation on any plan.

WE'VE GOT IT ALL!

SportsLink Superstore
(619) 22-2198

1-800-86-REGENT
Weight Loss

Scripte Claves Del Mar needs volunteers for a research study to see if new investigational drug can aid weight loss. Participants must:

- Be 30-50% above "ideal" weight
- Not have taken prescription weight loss drugs or anti-depressants in last 60 days

Participants may have high blood pressure, elevated cholesterol or other health problems, if under control. Study medications and procedures will be provided at no charge. Qualified participants will be paid.

Call (619) 794-1248 for more information.

END OF SEASON SALE PARTY
Tak Rockc Satuor 17, 17900 a.m. 2:00 p.m.
FIRST 100 PAIRS RESTATE $100
SALE BEGINS SATURDAY AT 10:00 A.M.
This Valentine’s Day
Make His Wildest
Fantasy Even
Wild

A LOVING ARRANGEMENT
from
Harley-Davidson

$39.92

The big homecoming
game, however, was canceled
when the uh, President got shot,
as the date itself when I didn’t
behave appropriately enough.

Back at one place I can’t
say for the hip, but that Hip, that
hip was even more of a hip, the
hipster hipster was so hip, so
hip that the hipster hipster got
punched out of the hip, a hip
that was his hip, the hip that he
put in the hip of the hip.

The hipster hipster was so
hip that the hipster hipster
got punched out of the hip,
hip that was his hip, so hip
that he put in the hip of the hip.

But the hipster hipster
was so hip that the hipster
hipster got punched out of the
hip, hip that was his hip, hip
that he put in the hip of the hip.

The hipster hipster was so
hip that the hipster hipster
was so hip.

The big homecoming
game, however, was canceled
when the uh, President got shot,
as the date itself when I didn’t
behave appropriately enough.
TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-429-2757.

WE ARE THE FACTORY!

Pick a style
Over 1000 to choose from
Pick a fabric
Over 3200 to choose from
WE MAKE IT, WE SHIP IT.

A FURNITURE LOVER'S PARADISE IN SAN DIEGO
NOW OPEN!

LEGENDS
HOME FURNISHINGS
FACTORY SHOWROOM
8790 MISSION GATE (619) 568-1757
See our Web Site: www.legendsfurniture.com
HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 10-7, Fri.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 11-6
STAPLES - FURNITURE - TABLES - CUSHIONS - MATTRESSES - THROW PILLOWS
DO YOU SUFFER FROM Irritable Bowel Syndrome?

Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) is a digestive condition that affects millions of people worldwide. Symptoms can include abdominal pain, bloating, changes in bowel habits, and increased gas. For many years, IBS was considered a "nuisance" condition, but researchers are now learning more about the underlying causes and potential treatments.

The Damiani Research Center at 619-293-0644 is dedicated to advancing understanding and treatment options for IBS. If you or someone you know is experiencing symptoms, contact the center to learn more about how they can help.

The Center also offers a free consultation to help individuals understand their condition and explore potential treatment options. Call 619-293-0644 for more information.

**Contact the Damiani Research Center at 619-293-0644 for a no-cost, no-obligation consultation.**
Deeply discounted Permanent Cosmetic Makeup

SONYA of London

European Facial

A treat from head to toe—only for all—only for all

A treat from head to toe—only for all—only for all

European Facial

Masturbation Power Pack

Improving Your Social Life, Professional Life, Attitude & Health With Great Hair!

Dermatex

Simply the lines.

Call 1-800-925-1999 for a free consultation or appointment.

Ambience

Pacifica Eyes & T's

The Best Place to Buy Sunglasses.

ALL SUNGLASSES 30%-50% OFF

Sound Company is having an unheard of sale on their supply of speakers ranging from 15% to 25% off. Inventory is limited, so come in soon! Prices range from $145 to $465 per pair. All come with a 5 YEAR WARRANTY.

APR 1

JAN 99

1999
**Free Golf Clubs**

Arnold Palmer Golf Presents

**Shave Strokes Off Your Golf Game or Your Money Back On**

Register now for 7 plus hours of Total Golf Instruction with Class A PGA Professional Eddie Travis at the upcoming Arnold Palmer Golf Clinic near you. Let Eddie show you how to find your Zone of Squareness, learn Big Swing Skills and work on your Total Game.

We'll have a big, long net in a beautiful hotel ballroom. You will see these PGA pros drive balls right down the middle in this totally interactive learning environment! You will learn how you can hit the ball farther and straighter every time! It's only 19 per person and when you pre-register you can bring a friend for FREE! You will receive hundreds of dollars worth of FREE golf discounts just for attending.

A One-Year Discount Golf Membership with up to 50% off at over 2,300 golf courses, plus you will receive a FREE 7 iron demo. Call Now 1-888-767-3089 to reserve your spot and bring a friend for FREE! Limited seating. $9 in advance '$29 at the door.

---

**Calendar**

*No Green-Eyed Monsters at MoPA*

Museum Makes Temporary Move

**Local Events**

- **Art Museum & Gallery Guide** page 78
- **Theater Review & Guide** page 74
- **Pop Music** page 78
- **Movie Review & Guide** page 102
- **Restaurant Reviews & Guide** page 110

**No Green-Eyed Monsters at MoPA**

As thousands of movies are made each year, there are millions of movies that are never seen. And those that are seen are never seen again. MoPA is one of the few topography museums in the entire U.S. that is not dependent on national and international film travel. No Monster has been truly successful in this fact that we film only for the Monster gallery. No Monster can be seen or be seen again.
A NEARLY NORMAL LIFE

Author: Charles L. Mar

WASHINGTON, D.C. — In a makeshift tent in the desert, surrounded by the ruins of his former life, a young man struggles to find his place in the world. He has lost everything — his job, his home, his family — and is forced to confront the harsh realities of his new reality. In the midst of it all, he meets a woman who helps him find hope and purpose. Together, they navigate the challenges of their new life and learn to rely on each other for support. Mar's novel is a powerful message of hope and resilience in the face of adversity.

READING

Title: The Book of Henry

Author: William Joyce

As Henry, a young boy with autism, discovers a world of imagination through his own unique perspective, he learns valuable lessons about life and love. Through his adventures, he learns how to communicate with others and find a place in society. The Book of Henry is a heartwarming story that celebrates the power of human connection and the ability to see the world differently.

CLOUDS ABOVE THE SEA

Author: J.C. Voris

A scientist is sent on a mission to study the clouds above the sea. As he investigates the strange phenomena, he discovers a secret that could change the course of human history. Voris's novel is a thrilling science fiction adventure that explores the unknowns of the universe.

MUSEUMS

List museums are grouped by location:

Washington, D.C.
- National Air and Space Museum
- Smithsonian Institution
- National Museum of Natural History

Northern Virginia
- National Museum of the Marine Corps
- Mount Vernon

Other locations
- Metropolitan Museum of Art
- The Natural History Museum
- The British Museum

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAVID FELD ESSAYS BY RUTH AND RACHEL SANDERS

Celebrate this special relationship with twins of all ages and backgrounds in this remarkable tribute written by twin authors. Read tales of extraordinary twin siblings, including I'm Just a Teenage Girl, her first NAXA hit album, and two brothers who survived the Holocaust.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAVID FELD ESSAYS BY RUTH AND RACHEL SANDERS

Celebrate this special relationship with twins of all ages and backgrounds in this remarkable tribute written by twin authors. Read tales of extraordinary twin siblings, including I'm Just a Teenage Girl, her first NAXA hit album, and two brothers who survived the Holocaust.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAVID FELD ESSAYS BY RUTH AND RACHEL SANDERS

Celebrate this special relationship with twins of all ages and backgrounds in this remarkable tribute written by twin authors. Read tales of extraordinary twin siblings, including I'm Just a Teenage Girl, her first NAXA hit album, and two brothers who survived the Holocaust.
Even the Supertitles Are by Ian Campbell!

There is not a weak element here.

A review of the San Diego Opera's production of "Aida"

By JONATHAN GALLOWAY

The Houston Grand Opera, which recently presented the production of "Aida," is said to have been inspired by the San Diego Opera's

production of "Aida." The opera, which is based on the novel by E.M. Forster, is said to have been inspired by the San Diego Opera's

production of "Aida."
CLASSICAL MUSIC?

Hudson Bay Seafood
Great Fish & Drink

Sitting on the Dock of the Bay and Finding Love!

The Rhythm Makers
Jan 30 - 8pm-12am

Mr. Red Shoes
Feb 4 - 8pm-12am

Kareoke Contest

Viejas Casino's Local Band Showcase

CALL 619-659-1990

PABLO PICASSO: "The Lithographs of
GEORGE WESLEY BELLOWS"

January 30 - April 16, 1999

Masks, Magic & Meaning
EXTRAORDINARY MASKS FROM THE AFRICAN CONTINENT

I have had the unique experience of meeting with some of the world's finest craftsmen and seeing their wonderful work. Each mask is a work of art, telling a story of the people who created it. The masks themselves are a symbol of their culture and provide insight into the beliefs and traditions of the people who use them. It is truly an honor to be able to exhibit these extraordinary masks from the African continent.

-Pablo Picasso, 1974
Calender (continued)

MUSIC SCENE

"It hit the wall and exploded, "kaboom," it echoed off the building."

...and then the structure began to shudder..."

According to Tom, "This had been a football game."

Weather conditions at the time included wind gusts up to 40 mph and heavy rain..."

...and the other players were running..."

Officers at the scene said..."

...and officers are not recommending that the game be rescheduled..."

The venue was too wet..."

...and the other players were running..."

According to Tom, "This had been a football game."

Weather conditions at the time included wind gusts up to 40 mph and heavy rain..."

...and the other players were running..."

Officers at the scene said..."

...and officers are not recommending that the game be rescheduled..."

The venue was too wet..."

...and the other players were running..."

According to Tom, "This had been a football game."

Weather conditions at the time included wind gusts up to 40 mph and heavy rain..."

...and the other players were running..."

Officers at the scene said..."

...and officers are not recommending that the game be rescheduled..."

The venue was too wet..."
Things to Come
A fleeting of recognition should not be mistaken for a flame of passion.

The materials currently available are designed for use in educational institutions.

Win a Movie Pass for Two... AND A CHANCE TO SPEND A ROMANTIC WEEKEND IN HAWAII!!

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
A story of love and mystery.

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
Wednesday, February 10 • 7:30 pm
Pacific Gaslamp 15

To enter, simply go to the Reader website:
www.sreader.com

Deadline to enter is Tuesday, February 2, by 4:00 pm.
Limit one entry per person. No purchase necessary.

One person present at the screening will win a vacation for two to Hawaii and scuba lessons here in San Diego before you leave!!

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE • opens February 12.

A DISTANT LAND... A GOLDEN AGE... AN ANCIENT MYSTERY...
This Truly Gets My BONC Award

The sausage and spinach fight for my attention.
A splash of hot sauce stops their squabble.

SHOPPER'S SPECIAL

Y 

Thruout the winter, Thomas, chef-proprietor of The Fish on the Rocks, has been experimenting with different ways to serve his chopped liver. In the latest version, he has added a splash of hot sauce to the dish, which he calls "hot sauce.

The Fish on the Rocks is located at 185 Commercial St., Provincetown. For reservations, call 508-487-3328.

The Restaurant Review

The Bordeaux, 240 Commercial St., Provincetown, has unveiled a new menu that includes a number of new dishes, such as a special of the day and a daily special.

The Bordeaux is open daily from 5 to 9 p.m. For reservations, call 508-487-3328.

The Councilor, a restaurant located at 185 Commercial St., Provincetown, has announced a new menu that includes a number of new dishes, such as a special of the day and a daily special.

The Councilor is open daily from 5 to 9 p.m. For reservations, call 508-487-3328.

Visit Spain for Valentine's Day

AUTHENTIC FLAMENCO DINNER SHOW FROM SPAIN

Spanish Nights will be celebrated at the Authentic Flamenco Dinner Show from Spain, held at the Fish on the Rocks, 185 Commercial St., Provincetown, on Valentine's Day, February 14th.

Tickets are $75 per person and include a three-course dinner, entertainment, and dancing. Reservations required. Call 508-487-3328 for tickets.

Latin Food and Music in La Jolla

The most extensive variety of tapas/appetizers

An exquisite menu featuring new Latin food

Live entertainment and dancing Fridays and Saturdays...

...and lots of new things to come!
A Disenchanted, Suspicious Younger Generation

Generation X is ready to fall in love with wine. It just doesn’t know it yet.

"We tend to the snobbish end of the scale," the说到 the young man. "The things that make us snobbish are the things that make us snobbish. But other people can’t see past that and get to the heart of who we are."
<table>
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**BUSINESS ADS**

Business classifieds are accepted until June 1st. For more information call 619-233-9797 ext. 8055.

**FREE ADS BY MAIL**

Write to: Classified Ads, 1001 W. Mission Ave., San Diego, CA 92101. Include up to 4 lines of text and a photo. Deadline: 6pm Tuesday. Ad must be mailed to the_box with the date of publication or earlier. No% mime. No% Reply. Only% one % ad per person, per day.

**$6 ADS BY PHONE, BY FAX, IN PERSON**

CONSULTANT
Looking for career?
Join a company that's been in business since 1960.
We have all the positions you need.

- Sales positions
- Marketing positions
- Administrative positions
- Customer Service positions

Call now for an interview with a professional recruiter!

Our company provides:
- Training & development programs
- Excellent benefits
- Competitive salaries
- Opportunities for advancement

If you're ready to take the next step in your career, call us now!

619-458-6541
Fax 619-458-6543
www.luthereply.com

NOW HIRING
Stylists
and
Manicurists

Goldman's

A full-service spa
and salon

$50 gift card
with your new
membership

LA COSTA RESORT AND SPA
North County's most luxurious resort is looking for qualified individuals for the following positions:

- AR Clerks
- Bar Backs
- Food Cashiers
- Front Desk Clerk
- Hostesses
- Housekeepers
- Manager Therapists
- Night Auditor
- Office Manager
- Office Manager
- Sales
- Spa Coordinators
- SPA Technicians

The following positions are also available:

- Assistant Director - Housekeeping
- Assistant Director - Spa Management
- Front Desk Manager - Retail Manager
- Hotel Service Manager - HR Training Coordinator

La Costa Resort and Spa offers competitive salaries, medical and dental benefits, and opportunities for advancement.

Applicants must be able to work at least 30 hours per week.

Please call 619-458-6541 for more information.

QUALIFIED & PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
TEMP-TO-HIRE/TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT

We have immediate openings!

North County

- 2 Admin. Assistants
- 16 General Laborers
- 3 Receptionists
- 10 Forklift Operators

San Diego

- 4 Way Radio Installers
- 7 Data Entry Clerks
- 5 Admin. Assistants
- 38 Call Center Operators

Benefits: Medical, Paid Vacations & Holidays, 401(k)

YIPPEE!

Self-Starting, dynamic individuals with previous field of experience wanted!

San Diego:

- Service Representatives
- Payroll Specialists
- New Business Development

- 100% commission
- Training provided
- Fast-paced, fast-growing environment

Join our team of dedicated professionals!

3603 Camino Del Rio S., Ste. 200
San Diego, CA 92121
Fax: (619) 235-5417

LUTH RESEARCH INC.

WON'T YOU RATHER BE AT THE MALL?

Doing market research, that is.
Are you energetic, positive,
and a people person?

Then Luth Research has a job for you
at the Mission Valley Mall.

Please contact Chad or Crystal at:
019-298-7487

YIPPEE!

Self-starting, dynamic individuals
with previous field of experience wanted!

San Diego:

- Service Representatives
- Payroll Specialists
- New Business Development

- 100% commission
- Training provided
- Fast-paced, fast-growing environment

Join our team of dedicated professionals!

3603 Camino Del Rio S., Ste. 200
San Diego, CA 92121
Fax: (619) 235-5417

Learn more at:
www.luthresearch.com

Wouldn't you rather
be at the mall?
New job opening at the Reader!

Data Entry/ Customer Service
Immediate opening for customer-oriented individual with strong verbal/written communication skills, accurate data entry, 60 wpm, excellent people skills, friendly environment. Work Monday-Friday 9-5.

Muller College of Holistic Studies
Transforming lives through the art of touch

ADVERTISING
ART DIRECTION, COORDINATING, ACCOUNT SUPERVISION
GRAPHIC DESIGN
DIGITAL ARTS
The Advertising Arts College
Bachelors & Associates

Free Catalog (619) 546-0602
adm@aacc.edu
www.aacc.edu

START THE NEW YEAR WITH A NEW CAREER!
Understanding The Body

BODY MIND '69

100 Hour Massage Tech.

100 Hour

 Massage Aesthetic
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**READER MATCHES VALENTINE’S SALE**

75¢/minute!

There’s never been a better time to find your Valentine! 💘

Buy a 60-minute block of time and the cost is mere 75 cents per minute! (30- and 90-minute quantities are discounted to $1.00/minute.)

It’s quick and easy! Simply call us during regular business hours, Monday–Friday, 9 am to 5 pm and charge it on your Visa, MasterCard or Discover card. Or stop by our office and pay with cash or check. Hurry! This special offer expires 5 pm Friday, February 12.

Call #1-900-844-6282. Purchasers may also be made at Reader Matches events held through Friday, February 12. See party ads for dates and locations. Sorry, no cancellations or refunds.
AUTOMAX

WHY PAY DEALER PRICES?

 reputed, quality work and low prices. Import and Domestic.

Services

- Brake Repair
- Oil Change
- Tune-Up
- Alignment
- Repairs: Engine, Transmissions, Brakes, Electrical

Specials

- Head Gasket Replacement: $175
- Axle Repair: $95
- Clutch Replacement: $99
- Timing Belt Replacement: $188

Contact: (619) 270-7600

HEAD GASKET
REPLACED...$175

30K - 60K - 90K SERVICE SPECIALS

- Oil Change: $29
- Oil Filter: $29
- New Clutch: $188
- Timing Belt: $188

FULL AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR

$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

24 HOUR PHONE OR FAC SIMILE PARTICIPANTS CALL FREE OF PAGE-ONE.

JAPANESE ENGINES AND TRANSMISSIONS

HIGH QUALITY, LOW PRICES.

KAWASAKI, SUZUKI, TOYOTA, HONDA, MITSUBISHI, NISSAN

- Engines, Transmissions and Cylinder Heads
- New and Used Parts
- Installation Available
- Now Hiring
- Mechanic and Drivers

K. WATANABE CORPORATION
9250 Chollas View Ave., San Diego
619-538-1112

10th Anniversary Specials!

- $24.95 Complete Axle Service
- $24.95 Maintenance Tune-up
- $29.95 Timing Belt
- $99.95 Complete Axle

SUSPENSION PLUS

- Alignment
- Brakes
- CV Boot Replacement

SPORTS ARENA (619) 588-8588

ENCINITAS (760) 433-3318

AUTOMOTIVE
Sometimes Even the Flowers Wept
By Anne Albright

"Bye, Nikhil." Angela said with a shy smile. Nikhil stared at her as though she'd never seen her before. We worked in the same office, but we didn't talk much. It was just something about the way she looked, the way she moved, the way she smiled. "I'll see you later," Angela said, and turned to leave.

"Yeah," Nikhil replied, trying to sound cool. "I'll see you later." Angela walked out of the room, her long hair flowing behind her. Nikhil watched her go, his heart pounding in his chest.

"Nikhil," Angela said, turning around. "Can I talk to you for a minute?"

"Sure," Nikhil replied, feeling nervous. "What's up?"

"I need your help," Angela said. "I'm trying to find a way to fix this problem."

"What's the problem?" Nikhil asked, feeling even more nervous.

"I don't know," Angela said. "I just know that it's not working right."

"Let me see," Nikhil said, taking over the machine. "I'll try to fix it."

"Thank you," Angela said, smiling. "I really appreciate it."

"Of course," Nikhil said, feeling relieved. "I'm here to help."

"You're a great guy," Angela said, and walked out of the room.

Nikhil stood there, feeling proud of himself. He had just fixed a machine that Angela had been struggling to fix for weeks. He felt like he had accomplished something.

"Nikhil," Angela said, walking back into the room. "I have a question for you."

"Yes," Nikhil replied, feeling nervous again.

"Do you want to go out for dinner tonight?" Angela asked.

"Sure," Nikhil replied, feeling surprised. "That would be great."

"Great," Angela said, and walked out of the room.

Nikhil stood there, feeling happy. He had just fixed a machine, and he was going out for dinner with Angela.

The day was sunny, and the flowers were blooming outside. Nikhil and Angela walked hand in hand, talking and laughing. They had a great time together.

"Nikhil," Angela said, turning to him. "I have something to tell you.

"What?" Nikhil asked, feeling nervous.

"I love you," Angela said, and kissed him.

Nikhil was surprised, but happy. He had just fixed a machine, and he was going out for dinner with Angela. And now, he was going to be with Angela for the rest of his life.